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!ntro&'ction 

 

Straddling the divide between low mass stars and giant planets, brown dwarfs are 

peculiar beasts.  By definition, these are sub-stellar bodies: with a mass > ?5 MJUP, they 

cannot sustain stable hydrogen fusion. Beginning life as fully convective objects, similar 

in temperature to M dwarf stars, they simply become (after a brief initial period of 

deuterium fusion) ever cooler and fainter with time, like planets, with interiors eventually 

supported by electron degeneracy pressure.  Predicted to exist nearly half a century ago 

[1, 2], the first brown dwarfs were detected only in 1MM5 [3, 4].  Their critical relevance 

to stellar and planetary physics was immediately grasped however, and the Astro2000 

Decadal Survey identified the discovery and characteriTation of large numbers of brown 

dwarfs as one of the decade’s major goals.  Wide-field red and near-infrared imaging 

surveys such as 2MASS, DWNIS, SDSS, UZIDSS and CFHTLS have now made this a 

spectacular reality, revealing hundreds of these diminutive bodies in the solar 

neighborhood as well as in nearby star-forming regions and young clusters.  Indeed, far 

from being mere curiosities in the galactic menagerie, brown dwarfs turn out to be some 

of our most ubiquitous neighbors, comparable in number density to low-mass stars [5, 6, 

?].  This cornucopia of cool objects has already necessitated the invention of two new 

spectral classes (L and T; [8]) – the first since Morgan and Zeenan laid out their spectral 

sequence over fifty years ago [M] – and propelled brown dwarf research in directions, and 

to levels of complexity, entirely unanticipated at the turn of the millennium.   

 

In this White Paper, we focus in particular on 2 central themes that have emerged in the 

study of youn' brown dwarfs, and that we foresee being major drivers of stellar, brown 

dwarf and exo-planet research over the next decade. 

 

1) The formation of brown dwarfs poses a fundamental mystery, key to unraveling the 

general physics underlying low-mass star formation and the stellar Initial Mass Function. 

 

2) Disks girdling young brown dwarfs offer unique insights into general disk properties, 

disk evolution, and planet formation; they moreover raise the fascinating possibility of 

forming low-mass planets around brown dwarfs as well.   

 

As these issues imply, the importance of research into brown dwarfs stems from their 
dire-t rele0an-e to 2unda3ental 4uestions o2 stellar and 5lanetary ori'ins and 5ro5erties.  

We address these themes below to identify the prime attendant science goals, both 

observational and theoretical, for the next decade.       

 

 

 

   

Since the seminal work of Saltpeter [10], much labor has been devoted to deciphering the 

physical mechanisms underlying the stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF). This is a 

cornerstone of astrophysics, since the IMF provides the key link between stellar and 

galactic evolution, and determines the baryonic content and chemical enrichment of 

galaxies.  However, a satisfactory general theory of the IMF remains elusive, and one of 

+,  -.at is t.e 2or3ation 4ec.anis3 of 6ro7n 87arfs9 
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the major open questions in astrophysics.  The unique difficulties posed by BD formation 

make the issue even more challenging, sharply restricting the arena of potentially viable 

IMF theories. The task for the coming decade is to both advance these theories to reflect 

nature more faithfully, as well as to observationally discriminate between them. 

 

Theory 
 

The central dilemma of BD origins is easily framed: The very low Jeans mass required to 
form BDs implies gas densities far in excess of the mean in molecular clouds.  Two 

competing solutions to this conundrum have emerged.  In the ‘ejection’ scenario, the 

requisite high densities are achieved in the interior of cores during opacity-limited 

collapse, forming sub-stellar mass ‘stellar embryos’; BDs are those embryos ejected from 

the core by N-body interactions before accreting enough gas to grow into full-fledged 

stars [11].  The theory also predicts a relative paucity of BD binaries, especially wide 

ones due to truncation during ejection.  SPH simulations qualitatively support this picture 

[12, 13].  Most, however, use an unrealistic barotropic equation of state: these vastly 

overestimate the relative number of BDs, while yielding BD binary frequencies of ~20% 

[14].  Conversely, simulations with radiative feedback and magnetic fields produce far 

fewer BDs, but are not large enough for statistically meaningful comparisons to the IMF; 

magnetic fields also severely inhibit binary formation [15, 16, 17, 18].  Intensive SPH 

simulations, incorporating both radiative feedback and magnetic fields and large enough 

to yield a statistically significant IMF, are a prime goal for rigorously testing the theory.          

 

In the second, ‘turbulent fragmentation’ scenario, the high densities arise as fluctuations 

induced by supersonic turbulence in molecular clouds.  The mass spectrum of 

gravitationally bound cores is set by the spectrum of turbulent velocities; stars form 

directly out of the larger bound cores and BDs out of the smallest, sub-stellar mass ones.  

The analytic theory predicts an overall IMF consistent with data [19, 20].  A robust 

prediction of the BD IMF, though, still faces two major hurdles: the extreme sensitivity 

of the turbulent fragmentation to the gas thermodynamics [21] and to the forcing of the 

turbulence [22]. The first requires that numerical simulations properly model cooling and 

radiative processes and magnetic fields; the second demands accurate modeling of the 

mechanisms sustaining turbulence in clouds.  Also, the theory as yet makes no 

quantitative binarity predictions; research into this area is essential for comparison to 

observations.  Finally, numerically modeling this theory remains a challenge, given the 

very small spatial scales of the density fluctuations that produce BDs. The next 

generation of large-scale AMR simulations, incorporating recent developments coupling 

radiation transfer and MHD, hold out the best promise for achieving this goal.   

  

Observations 
 

Boun% 'u(stellar /ores0  Clearly, the existence/absence of gravitationally bound sub-

stellar mass cores would strongly support/belie the role of turbulent fragmentation in 

shaping the IMF.  While a number of sub-stellar cores have now been detected, however, 

their bound nature is not yet established: the majority have been identified only through 

sub-mm dust continuum emission [e.g. 23], without line-width data to test their viriality.  
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Only ~10 such cores have line data, and half appear bound [24, 25; Fig.1], but the large 

uncertainties in both the enclosed and virial masses for any individual core (factors of up 

to ten, stemming from unknowns in e.g., abundances, density profiles and temperature),  

combined with the very small number statistics, make these results highly tentative.  

What is essential now is the identification of a !ar$e sample of sub-stellar cores, followed 

by multi-wavelength, resolved spectroscopy to firmly establish their bound or transient 

condition.  Both goals should become feasible soon.  The advent of SCUBA-2 on JCMT, 

and the planned Cornell Caltech Atacama Telescope (CCAT), will enable rapid and 

sensitive surveys for cores down to very low sub-stellar masses via sub-mm dust 

continuum imaging.  CCAT’s anticipated multi-wavelength capability can further provide 

well-constrained dust temperatures.  Spectroscopic follow-up on ALMA in a suite of 

lines such as N2H
+
, HCO

+
 and CO will yield gas mass, velocity, abundance and depletion 

information; ALMA can also spatially reso!ve the density structure of even very small 

sub-stellar cores.  In combination, these data can rigorously test the existence of bound 

sub-stellar cores, vastly improving our understanding of the physics governing the IMF.                            

 

Binarity:  Binary frequency and properties offer another test of BD formation and IMF 

theories.  Currently, resolved imaging and radial velocity (RV) monitoring indicate very 

rough BD binary fractions of !b ~ 20-25% in the field and ~20% in young star-forming 

regions (SFRs) [26–34].  Also, while the field BD binaries evince a robust peak at a mass 

ratio ) (" M2/M1) ~ 1, and a sharp frequency cutoff for #!> 15AU, the young systems, all 

in low-density regions, have a statisti,a!!- si$ni0i,ant flatter ) distribution and a much 

larger spread in separations, up to ~800 AU [35, 34].  Finally, the data indicate a smooth 

trend of increasing ), decreasing separation and decreasing frequency with declining 

primary mass, all the way from solar-mass stars to BDs [32, 30].  These results offer 

some tantalizing clues.  First, while the overall BD binary fractions agree with the 

(barotropic) SPH predictions of ‘ejection’, the very wide young binaries argue against the 

theory.  Second, the disparities in ) and separation between the field and young systems 

may arise i0 most field stars/BDs are born in dense clusters (e.g., [36]) an1 post-formation 

dynamical evolution plays a greater role in such regions than in the low-density ones 

where the known low-)/wide systems reside. Third, the smooth trend in binary properties 

hints at a universal binary formation mechanism from stars to BDs.   

 

These tentative implications, while critical for understanding BD, IMF and binary origins 

if borne out, are however presently based on exceedingly poor statistics.  Only 9 young 

BD binaries are known, from imaging and intensive-RV studies of just ~35 and ~10 

young sources respectively; the field surveys are similarly patchy.  Statistical modeling of 

these sparse data implies that the true BD !b may be twice as high as currently detected 

(and completely inconsistent with ‘ejection’), with half at # < 2.5AU, a barely studied 

regime accessible only to RV observations [37].  Constraining BD binary statistics, 

especially in young regions, is thus a major goal for the next decade. This will necessitate 

optical/NIR high-resolution spectroscopic RV surveys over >3 epochs, on 8-10m class 

telescopes, of a significant fraction of the ~100 young BDs known in low an1 high 

density SFRs and nearby young associations, as well as laser-guide-star AO imaging of 

the same sources.  The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will make this particularly feasible 

by greatly enhancing the achievable sensitivities, spatial resolution and sample sizes. 
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#$rthermore+ lo-.q binary 4ormation 5resents a novel -ay o4 8reatin9 planetary-mass 

ob:e8ts ;i<e<+ =Ds belo- the D.b$rnin9 limit? @ A BC @DEPG aro$nd =D 5rimaries< Indeed+ 

one yo$n9 CJ @DEP =D does have a J.K@DEP resolved 5lanetary.mass binary 8om5anion 

;C@LMM BCNO=G PCK+ QK+ QR+ "NS+ and t-o o4 the other kno-n yo$n9 lo-.q =D systems 

also have 8om5anions 8lose to the D.b$rnin9 bo$ndary PQQ+ Q"S<  M$8h yo$n9 5lanetary.

mass 8om5anions+ i4 resolved+ 8an 5rovide sorely needed 8onstraints on o$r theories o4 

the initial atmos5heri8 4eat$res and early evol$tion o4 9iant 5lanets+ as has been the 8ase 

-ith C@LMM BCNO= P"NS<  This 5rovides additional im5et$s to LO ima9in9 s$rveys 4or 

-ide lo-.q yo$n9 =D binaries over the neWt de8ade<                 

 

#inally+ in the inter5lay bet-een binarity and I@# in the =D re9ime+ eclipsing binaries 

;X=sG o88$5y a s5e8ial 5osition<  #irst+ they 5robe very ti9ht systems<  Me8ond+ they 

dire8tly yield 5re8ise 8om5onent masses and th$s a model.inde5endent q<  Third+ by 

s$55lyin9 em5iri8al masses+ radii and the ratio o4 8om5onent tem5erat$res+ they allo- a 

8alibration o4 the observed I@# o4 yo$n9 =Ds+ -hi8h 8an be $n8ertain by $5 to JNY d$e 

to $n8ertainties in the theoreti8al evol$tionary tra8ks $sed to in4er masses 4or very yo$n9 

isolated =Ds P"B."ZS< The 4irst and so 4ar only kno-n =D X=+ dis8overed re8ently in the 

B.@yr.old O[\ re9ion PQBS+ ill$strates this bea$ti4$lly+ by revealin9 a -holly $neW5e8ted 

Teff reversal bet-een the 8om5onents+ 5robably d$e to ma9neti8 4ield e44e8ts and -ith 

8riti8al im5li8ations 4or the masses 8$rrently derived 4or very a8tive =Ds P"O.JNS<  Over 

the 8omin9 de8ade+ the sam5le o4 =D X=s -ill in8rease ra5idly thro$9h on9oin9 lar9e.

s8ale variability s$rveys+ in8l$din9 eWo5lanet transit s$rveys -hi8h by virt$e o4 their 

desi9n -ill s5e8i4i8ally 5rovide bri9ht ob:e8ts amenable to s5e8tros8o5i8 4ollo-.$5<  L 

8om5rehensive investi9ation o4 these via o5ti8al][I^ hi9h.resol$tion s5e8tros8o5y on K.

BNm 8lass teles8o5es -ill 5rovide 8onstraints on both binarity and the tr$e =D I@#<   

 

 

 

It is no- 4irmly established that =Ds are 8ommonly 9irdled by a88retion disks in their 

yo$th? the eviden8e is both indire8t ;E_ to I^ s5e8tros8o5i8 si9nat$res o4 disk.a88retionG 

and dire8t ;[I^ to mm thermal d$st emissionG<  The 4ra8tion o4 =Ds harborin9 5rimordial 

disks is 8om5arable to that in stars PJBS` moreover+ the s5e8tral ener9y distrib$tion o4 

these =D disks 8an be s$88ess4$lly modeled by s8aled.do-n versions o4 stellar T Ta$ri 

disks Pe<9<+ JC+ JQ+ J"+ JJS<  =y 5resentin9 an environment 8ons5i8$o$sly di44erent 4rom 

stellar disks ;s8alin9 has 5hysi8al 8onsea$en8esbG+ s$b.stellar disks o44er a $nia$e testbed 

4or theories o4 disk evol$tion and 5lanetary ori9ins<  

 

7rimordial 8ccretion 9isks 
 

Dis$ Masses:  The masses o4 5rimordial disks 8riti8ally in4l$en8e the e44i8ien8y and 

times8ale o4 5lanet 4ormation< Xstimatin9 5roto5lanetary disk masses is ho-ever di44i8$lt 

even 4or solar.ty5e stars? most o4 the disk mass is 8old ;at lar9e radiiG and resides in 9as+ 

and the 8ontin$$m emission in the a55ro5riate s$b.mm]mm re9ime is also 4aint and 

de8lines shar5ly as #!"#
."?.C

<  cas line dete8tions in the mm are s5arse and 8on4ined to 

the most massive T Ta$ri and derbi9 Le]=e stars PJZS` in their absen8e+ stellar disk 

masses are estimated 4rom s$b.mm]mm d$st 8ontin$$m emission ass$min9? o5ti8ally 

*+  What do Brown Dwarf Dis$s imply for general ;lanet Formation? 
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#$%& '()#* + ,%'(-%+. '()# /0+-%#1* +&' + -+&/&%-+. 234 5+)6#/6'()# 7+#%/ /, 899:  ;$<)< 

+))(=0#%/&) =+>< -(77<&# '%)> =+)) <)#%=+#<) )<?<7<.1 (&-<7#+%& ,/7 )#+7) /, +.. #10<):  

@/7 ,+%&# AB '%)>)C <?<& '<#<-#%&5 #$< '()# -/&#%&((= %) + -$+..<&5<C D%#$ ,.(E<) /, /7'<7 

+ =<7< =F1 /7 .<))G /&.1 H AB '%)>) $+?< ,%7= == '<#<-#%/&) )/ ,+7 I"JC "KL:  M+75<6)-+.< 

)(7?<1) /, 3@N) D%#$ FO4;P3OQAR6S +&' OOR; +7< #$() + =+T/7 5/+. ,/7 #$< -/=%&5 

'<-+'<G #$<)< %&)#7(=<&#) -+& '<#<-# )(U6== '()# <=%))%/& ,7/= =+&1 =/7< AB '%)>) 

#$+& 0/))%U.< &/DC +&' + ,<D )#7/&5 =/.<-(.+7 .%&<) %& #$< =/)# =+))%?< /, #$<)<: 2& 

0+7+..<.C RM4R -+& <E#<&' #$<)< =<+)(7<=<&#) %&#/ #$< ==C '<#<-# <?<& ,+%&#<7P./D<76

=+)) AB '%)>)C +&' )0+#%+..1 7<)/.?< #$< U7%5$#<)# /, #$< '%)>) I"V* @%5:SL:  O/=U%&%&5 

)0+#%+..1 7<)/.?<' '%)> <=%))%/& D%#$ #$< )./0< /, #$< 3WB D%.. U< 0+7#%-(.+7.1 %=0/7#+&# 

,/7 %&,<77%&5 #10%-+. 57+%& )%X<) Y +&' $<&-< '()# /0+-%#%<) Y %& #$< /(#<7 '%)> +&' #$<7<U1 

7<)/.?%&5 /&< /, #$< =+%& '<5<&<7+-%<) %& <)#%=+#%&5 '%)> =+))<) IH9L:  ;/5<#$<7C #$< '+#+ 

D%.. +../D ,+7 U<##<7 <)#%=+#<) /,  AB '%)> =+))<)C +&' #$<%7 0.+&<#6,/7=%&5 -+0+-%#1:      

 

!i#$ &t(u*tu(e ,n. /01luti1n3  O%7-(=)#<..+7 '%)>) +7< -/&)#+&#.1 <?/.?%&5C D%#$ #$<%7 

07%=/7'%+. =+)) -.<+7<' /(# U1 + -/=U%&+#%/& /, +--7<#%/& /&#/ #$< -<&#7+. )#+7C 

0$/#/<?+0/7+#%/&C +&'  0.+&<# ,/7=+#%/& IH8L:  ;$< 57+%& 57/D#$ #$+# (.#%=+#<.1 .<+') #/ 

0.+&<#) +.)/ '7+=+#%-+..1 =/'%,%<) #$< '%)> )#7(-#(7<C U1 '<0.<#%&5 #$< 0/0(.+#%/& /, )(U6

=%-7/& 57+%&) D$%.< 07/'(-%&5 .+75<7 +557<5+#<) #$+# =/7< <+)%.1 '<-/(0.< ,7/= #$< 5+) 

+&' )<##.< #/D+7' #$< '%)> =%'0.+&< IHSL:  N<-<&# 30%#X<7 /U)<7?+#%/&) %&'%-+#< #$+# +.. 

#$<)< <?/.(#%/&+71 07/-<))<) +7< )#7/&5.1 '<0<&'<&# /& #$< )#<..+7 =+)):  @%7)#C /0#%-+..1 

#$%-> 07%=/7'%+. '%)>) +00<+7 #/ 0<7)%)# ./&5<7 +7/(&' .+#<64 )#+7) +&' AB) #$+& +7/(&' 

)/.+76=+)) /&<) IH3C H[L:  3<-/&'C &/# /&.1 '/ AB '%)>) <?%&-< -.<+7<' %&&<7 $/.<)C 57+%& 

57/D#$ +&' '()# )<##.%&5C %=0.1%&5 #$+# #$< ,%7)# )#<0) #/D+7') 0.+&<# ,/7=+#%/& +7< 

/--(77%&5 %& #$<= T()# +) %& )#<..+7 ; ;+(7% '%)>) IH"C HHC HJLC U(# #$<7< %) +.)/ U(75</&%&5 

<?%'<&-< #$+# 57+%& 57/D#$ +&' )<##.%&5 %& ,+-# /--(7 ,+)#<7 %& AB '%)>) #$+& %& )#<..+7 

/&<) IH"C HKC HV* @%5:3L:  ;$<)< ,%&'%&5) $%&# #$+# disk%dispersal mechanisms other than 
planet formation occur less efficiently around very low mass stars and BDs: 2&'<<'C 

1/(&5 AB) +7< #$< U<)# #+75<#) #/ #<)# #$< .%=%#) /, 0$/#/<?+0/7+#%/& %& -.<+7%&5 %&&<7 

$/.<)C )%&-< #$<%7 -$7/=/)0$<7%- Q\ %/&%X%&5 ,.(E %) ]89
3
 #%=<) .<)) #$+& %& ; ;+(7% )#+7)C 

U(# #$<%7 '%)> +&' -<&#7+. =+))<) +7< <+-$ +& /7'<7 /, =+5&%#('< )=+..<7 +) D<.. IJ9C HJL:  

^7/57<)) /& #$%) -7(-%+. %))(< 7<_(%7<) #$< %'<&#%,%-+#%/& /, + large )+=0.< /, AB '%)>) 

D%#$ %&&<7 7<5%/&) -.<+7<' /, '()#* '<#+%.<' 7+'%+#%?< #7+&),<7 =/'<.%&5 #/ %&,<7 #$< )%X< /, 

#$< '()# -+?%#%<)* +&' )<&)%#%?< =<+)(7<=<&#) /, #$< %/&%X%&5 Q\ ,.(E ,7/= +--7<#%&5 +&' 

&/&6+--7<#%&5 1/(&5 AB):  F`3; D%.. U< ?%#+. ,/7 #$< %'<&#%,%-+#%/& /, '()# %&&<7 $/.<)C 

D$%.< Oa3 /& b3; D%.. U< %&?+.(+U.< ,/7 =<+)(7%&5 #$< @Q\ %/&%X%&5 -/&#%&((=:   

 

R ,%7= <)#%=+#< /, #$< Q\ ,%<.' %) +.)/ <))<&#%+. ,/7 -$+7+-#<7%X%&5 #$< '%)> -$<=%)#71 +&' 

#$< ,/7=+#%/& +&' )(7?%?+. /, -/=0.<E /75+&%-) %& %#C D%#$ ><1 %=0.%-+#%/&) ,/7 #$< U(.> 

-/=0/)%#%/& /, 0.+&<#) +&' #$< '<.%?<71 /, /75+&%-) #/ #$<= 0/)#6,/7=+#%/&:  3%=0.< 

/75+&%- =/.<-(.<) $+?< &/D U<<& ,/(&' %& U/#$ ; ;+(7% +&' AB '%)>) IJ8C JSC J3LC +&' 

+.7<+'1 %=0.1 #$+# /75+&%-) %& 0.+&<#6,/7=%&5 7<5%/&) /, AB '%)>) '%,,<7 ,7/= #$/)< 

+7/(&' )(&6.%>< )#+7) IJ3L:  b<7)-$<.C RM4RC F`3; +&' ;4; D%.. 07/?%'< #$< 

D+?<.<&5#$ -/?<7+5< +&' )0+#%+.P)0<-#7+. 7<)/.(#%/& #/ )#('1 #$< -$<=%)#71 /, =+&1 AB 

'%)>) D%#$ 3Pc -/=0+7+U.< #/ #$+# 0/))%U.< &/D /&.1 ,/7 #$< =/)# =+))%?< ; ;+(7% /&<):  

@%&+..1C AB '%)>) +7< +.)/ <E-<..<&# .+U/7+#/7%<) ,/7 (&'<7)#+&'%&5 #$< ,/7=+#%/& /, $%5$6
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te%perature products li0e crystalline silicates in dis0s3  45e identi6ication o6 pro%inent 

crystalline silicate pea0s around 78!% in a 6e9 B; dis0s <"=> ?@> ?=A already s5o9s t5at 

t5eir 6or%ation process %ust be e66icient around very cool starsDB;s as 9ell as around 

5otter solarEtypes3  By detecting and %odeling crystalline pea0s at %ultiple 9avelengt5s 

in a large sa%ple o6 B; dis0s> and co%paring to stellar dis0 results> 9e can investigate 

t5e crystalline %ass 6raction as a 6unction o6 stellar %ass and dis0 radial distance> and 

address 95et5er localiGed crystalliGation processes suc5 as s5oc0s are at 9or0 in dis0s3 

 

Debris Disks 
 

45e 6act t5at pri%ordial accretion dis0s are ubiHuitous around B;s> and eI5ibit grain 

evolution analogous to stellar dis0s> raises t5e intriguing possibility t5at planets> %ay 

6or% around subEstellar bodies too3  Jroo6 o6 suc5 evolution 9ould be t5e discovery o6 

debris dis0s around B;s K second generation dis0s 6or%ed and constantly replenis5ed by 

ongoing collisions bet9een planetesi%als> and as suc5 a clear signature o6 planetary 

construction 5aving proceeded to at least t5e stage o6 0ilo%eterEsiGed bodies3  Many suc5 

dis0s 5ave been identi6ied around ANOP stars> and an increasing nu%ber are no9 being 

6ound around lo9E%ass M d9ar6s as 9ell> over %idEQR to %% 9avelengt5s <?"> ??> ?SA3  

TneIpectedly> 9ar% debris appears %ore prevalent around M stars t5an solarEtype ones 

<?SA3  A possible reason is t5at lo9erE%ass obUects 5ave less %assive pri%ordial dis0s 

9it5 longer grainEgro9t5 ti%escales> and t5us cannot 6or% giant planets but e66iciently 

produce lo9erE%ass planets and copious planetesi%als3 Q6 so> debris %ay be even %ore 

co%%on in B;s3  Eit5er 9ay> suc5 dis0s around B;s 9ould illu%inate %any aspects o6 

planetesi%al 6or%ation> as 9ell as open a ne9 6rontier in planetaryD5abitability studies3      

 

;ebris dis0s are generally 6ound around stars o6 age 78 K 6e9 ! 78 Myr3  Nor a 6iducial 

78EMyrEold> =8MWTJ> 8387X
!

 B;> t5e eIpected Y@!% debris 6luI Zscaling 6ro% 83YM
!

 

%idEM stars in [O\ Y=@? 9it5 si%ilar lu%inosity and SpitGerEdetected debris at Y@!% 

<?SA> assu%ing dis0 %ass scales 9it5 central %ass^ is _837 %Wy at 7=8pc> t5e distance to 

t5e nearest SNRs3 Scaling si%ilarly 6ro% t5e subE%% debris e%ission in t5e 83=M
!

 earlyE

M star AT Mic <?"A> t5e B; 9ould e%it only _=E=8 !Wy over S=8E@=8!% at 7=8pc> but 

_837E7 %Wy at `8pc> t5e %ean distance to nearby young associations and %oving groups3  

45e latter 6luIes are 9it5in reac5 o6 AXMA3  4o date> su66iciently sensitive SpitGer Y@!% 

surveys o6 6e9EMyrEold SNRs 5ave turned up %any pri%ordial B; dis0s but no debris 

<?a> S8A> possibly because t5ese regions are too young 6or suc5 evolution3  Recently 

5o9ever> a 5ost o6 B; candidate %e%bers o6 nearby groups 9it5in =8pc and ages 78E`8 

Myr 5ave co%e to lig5t <S7Ab targeting t5ese Zand additional ones li0ely to be 6ound via 

ongoing and upco%ing surveys> e3g3> TPQ;SS and cQSE^ 6or debris dis0 searc5es is a 

pri%e goal 6or t5e co%ing decade3  Qn t5e subE%%D%%> t5e ideal instru%ent> 9it5 bot5 

t5e reHuisite sensitivity and 5ig5Eresolution to beat eItragalactic con6usion> 9ill be 

AXMA Zcon6usion li%it d 7!Wy^3  Qn t5e MQR> SJQ\A and WcS4> 9it5 sensitivities o6 

6e9E78 !Wy at _Y8!%> can potentially detect a plet5ora o6 9ar% debris dis0s around B;s3    
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 )ig, - 

 )ig, . 

 )ig, / 

)ig,-0 LTE mass (x-axis) versus virial mass 

(y-axis) for detected cores in NGC 1333, in 

units of solar mass.  Filled circles are cores 

with known protostars, unfilled ones are 

those without.  Solid line shows locus along 

which the two masses are equal; bound cores 

should lie below this line (LTE mass > virial 

mass).  The curved line is a quadratic fit to 

the data.  Only 10 cores with LTE masses in 

the BD regime are detected; 5 appear bound 

or close to it.  From Walsh et al. 2007. 

 

)ig,.0 Model for young 50 MJUP BD at 140pc 

with 5MJUP disk (flared disk: solid, flat disk: 

dashed, photosphere: dotted), against ALMA 

sensitivities (red lines).  ALMA should easily 

see even the flat disk at all wavelengths.  
From Natta & Testi 2008.   

)ig, /0 Ratio of normalized flux at 11.3um to 9.8um (proxy for degree of disk grain crystallinity; y-

axis) vs peak over continuum in 10um region (proxy for grain growth), for Herbig Ae/Be stars 

(green), T Tauri stars (blue) and BDs (red).  Filled symbols with error bars show mean value and 

1sigma deviation for each group.  BD disks are the most evolved: highest crystallinity and largest 

grains (and thus weakest 10um emission).  From Pascucci et al. 2009.  


